In the present work, heat exchanger process is selected for investigation, which can be modelled as first order plus dead time model. PI controllers using various tuning techniques that are Ziegler-Nichols, Shinskey, Skogestad, Liptak and Moros have been designed for the selected process. Important time response characteristics and integral error performance indices viz. ISE, IAE and ITAE are calculated and compared to evaluate controller performance.
INTRODUCTION
In process industries controlling the process is main issue. For the industries it is very important to keep process working properly for optimum results and good quality of product. Most of the industrial processes have inherent dead time and its existence is extremely undesirable in the processes including chemical processes1-4. Dead time also known as delay time and occurs due to delay involved in measurement devices, final control element and human controller and between two consecutive actions of the process5, 6 . The present analysis emphasize on first order plus dead time (FOPDT) process model as they represent a wide class of chemical processes available in chemical industries. The FOPDT process model can be given by the transfer function:
Where K is process gain, q is dead time and t is time constantA heat exchanger process which can be modelled as FOPDT process model is selected for investigation. A chemical process for heating contains a chemical reactor and a heat exchanger system 7 . In literature two assumptions are made regarding this process. First assumption is that a liquid level remains constant. The second assumption is heat storage capacity of insulating wall is negligible8.
Proportional Integral controllers are widely used in process industries because of ease and simplicity in tuning9. PI controller used to eliminate steady state error. It is generally used where speed of response is not an issue10. The proportional action gives change in input proportional to the error. The integral action gives integral of error and main purpose is to eliminate offset. The proportional controller then takes the appropriate action11, 12. In general PI controller can be given as
... (2) Performance indices are the quantitative measurement of the system and articulates about the systems optimality. In other words it make a distinction between optimum and non-optimum systems. Systems parameters are so adjusted that index should reach an extreme value probably the minimum value for best performance of the system13. Steady state and dynamic time response characteristics also signifies the performance of the controller and hence the overall performance of the system.
METHODOLOGY
In present analysis a heat exchanger which can be modelled as FOPDT process model is selected. After selecting pertinent FOPDT process model, controller parameters are calculated to design PI controller using various tuning techniques such as Ziegler-Nichols, Liptak, Moros, Shinskey and Skogestad. The PI controller is then implemented in the system to control the process, in a closed loop with unity feedback. Integral Error based performance indices viz. ISE, ITAE and IAE performance indices are calculated along with steady state and dynamic time response characteristics using step input. 
Fig. 2: Comparison of closed loop step response for PI controllers with selected process model
The performance indices and time response characteristics have been compared to gauge the controller performance. Figure 1 gives the flowchart for organized analysis.
The selected FOPDT process model for heat exchanger can be given as:
... (3) Where, process gain = 1 Dead time (q) = 14.7 sec Time constant= 21.3 sec
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Various PI controllers using a number of tuning techniques are designed for the selected FOPDT process model. The closed loop step responses and integral error performance indices are calculated for the system. Figure 2 shows the comparison of closed loop step responses of the process for the PI controller designed using ZieglerNichols, Liptak, Shinskey, skogestad, Moros tuning technique. 
